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Shift to the Client Side
Businesses across all industries are accelerating their digital transformation as 
consumer behavior changes and typical daily interactions are increasingly moving 
online. Delivering a secure, optimized digital experience has become a key priority 
to support this emerging trend.

Modern web and mobile applications shift logic to the client side to improve 
performance and enrich the user’s digital experience. This shift means that a 
significant portion of the application that now runs on your users’ browsers and 
mobile devices relies on JavaScript code. According to httparchive.org, between 
November 2010 and July 2020 client-side JavaScript code has increased over 
411% for desktop and over 700% for mobile applications.

for desktop

for mobile applications

411%

“We’ve seen two years’ worth of digital 
transformation in two months.

Satya Nadella, CEO, Microsoft ”

Client-side JavaScript code has increased
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http://httparchive.org
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The Digital Supply Chain
Web application developers often rely on open source JavaScript libraries and third-
party scripts in order to innovate faster and keep pace with evolving business needs. 
These third-party scripts in turn call other scripts, creating a digital supply chain of 
fourth-, fifth- and Nth-party scripts powering your website. 

According to the 2020 Application Security Risk Survey from Osterman Research1, the 
majority of respondents believe that up to 50% of the scripts on their website are third-
party, originating from up to 15 suppliers. In contrast, industry estimates show that up 
to 70% of the scripts running on a typical website are third-party. This gap between the 
perceived percentage and industry estimates indicates that there is a blind side to web 
application reality.

of organizations do not trust their 
third-party script providers

30%

1    https://www.perimeterx.com/resources/whitepapers/shadow-code-the-hidden-risk-to-your-website/ 3

of the scripts running on a typical 
website are third-party

70%

https://www.perimeterx.com/resources/whitepapers/shadow-code-the-hidden-risk-to-your-website/
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The Shadow Code Blind Side
Third-party scripts and open source libraries are often added to applications without a 
formal approval process. Since they run on the client side, traditional monitoring and 
security solutions lack visibility and control over them.

Shadow Code is any code introduced into the web application without approval 
or security validation. It is the application development equivalent of Shadow IT. It 
introduces unknown risks into the application and makes it difficult for the business  
to ensure data privacy and to comply with regulations. According to the Osterman 
Report, only 8% of organizations polled reported that they have complete insight into 
the third-party and open source code running on their website.

Open Source Libraries  Legitimate Third-Party scripts Fourth-, fifth- or Nth-party scripts

Malicious Scripts Third-party Plugins Malicious Code 

used in first-party scripts developed and hosted by you that are loaded by your vendor without  
your direct knowledge

introduced without a formal approval process

for your Content Management Systems  or  
e-commerce platform

such as digital skimmers injected through brute-force 
attacks on your infrastructure or through your script 

supply chain

injected into first-party scripts by  
rogue insiders

What is Shadow Code? 
Shadow Code takes many forms. Here are just some of the ways it spreads through your web applications.

have complete insight into the third-party 
and open source code running on their 
website

Only 8%

1   https://www.perimeterx.com/resources/whitepapers/shadow-code-the-hidden-risk-to-your-website/

https://www.perimeterx.com/resources/whitepapers/shadow-code-the-hidden-risk-to-your-website/
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Social sharing buttons

Advertising iframes

Payment iframes

Chatbots

Analytics and metrics scripts

A/B testing scripts for experiments

Helper libraries

Examples of Legitimate 
Third-party  Scripts
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Malicious Shadow Code

Between August and September 2018, the British Airways online booking website ran a 
modified version of the Modernizr open source library that was hosted on the airline’s 
servers. Hackers had injected 22 additional lines of Shadow Code into this script that 
sniffed credit card numbers from the checkout form. It is estimated that over 380,000 
records were breached this way. This incident led to an investigation by the data privacy 
regulator in the UK, who fined British Airways $240 million for their role in this client-side 
data breach.

Insider threats are another significant source of Shadow Code. Large retailers and 
financial services companies are often major targets and criminals strive to induce 
employees or contractors to plant malicious code into the application. In the world of 
sneaker bots, for example, bot developers have a high incentive to get first in line and 
snag hot items. It is very lucrative for them to infiltrate e-commerce businesses and  
to induce insiders to insert Shadow Code into the website.

First-party Injection

380,000
records breachedlines of Shadow Code

August
2018

September
2018

22
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In April 2018, chatbot provider [24]7.ai revealed that their script which provided 
chatbot services on many websites was compromised, leading to a digital skimming 
attack on many leading websites, including Sears and Delta Airlines. Soon after, 
Inbenta, another chatbot provider admitted their script had been hacked, affecting a 
major online ticketing provider.

In July 2020, Twilio revealed that a JavaScript library used by their customers was 
compromised2. Hackers were able to access an AWS S3 bucket with incorrect 
permissions and inject malicious code into the TaskRouter library hosted by Twilio. 
This code caused another script to be loaded from a URL associated with known 
Magecart hacker gangs. This malicious Shadow Code could have caused significant 
client-side data breaches from the websites of Twilio’s customers.

Third-party Injection
Chatbot Support
Active

Chatbot

You

Hi! What can I help y ou with? 

Send a message...

April
2018

2   https://www.darkreading.com/cloud/twilio-security-incident-shows-danger-of-misconfigured-s3-buckets/d/d-id/1338447

https://www.perimeterx.com/solutions-by-threat/digital-skimming/
https://www.darkreading.com/cloud/twilio-security-incident-shows-danger-of-misconfigured-s3-buckets/
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In July 2020, developers at a major global bank published a web application that 
included a link to a JavaScript library hosted on the Internet Archives’ Wayback Machine. 
This was likely an older version of the library that provided functionality that was missing 
from the current version. However, this move went against all security best practices. 
The older library could have included zero-day vulnerabilities and the bank had no ability 
to guarantee the integrity of that code. This move was widely derided by the infosec 
community and it exposed the bank to significant risks.

Misconfigured AWS S3 buckets are a common 
target for hackers as they allow an easy way to 
inject malicious code into website scripts. Since S3 
buckets are already in the cloud, hackers do not 
need to breach the infrastructure perimeter to 
carry out an attack.

Misconfiguration Errors
L E A K Y  B U C K E T S
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Typos are a fact of life and hackers take advantage 
of common mistakes to inject malicious code into an 
application. For example, a hacker might register goggle-
analytics.com which is similar to the google-analytics.com 
domain used to load tracking scripts onto a website. The 
hacker will host a malicious script at the fake site. Any time 
a developer makes this common mistake, the malicious 
code will get activated and execute on the user’s browser.

JavaScript used on websites is often obfuscated. This may 
be done for legitimate reasons, for example, to make it 
harder to reverse engineer the logic or tamper with the 
script. Unfortunately obfuscation also makes it easier 
for Shadow Code to hide in plain sight. Many known 
digital skimming and Magecart attacks use obfuscation 
techniques to hide the true intent of the code3. Code 
obfuscation is a double-edged sword: it is a useful cloaking 
technique for client-side scripts, but can also provide cover 
to malicious code.

Typosquatting

Code Obfuscation

3   https://www.perimeterx.com/tech-blog/2020/analyzing_magecart_malware_from_zero_to_hero/

goggle-analytics.com

google-analytics.com

https://www.perimeterx.com/tech-blog/2020/analyzing_magecart_malware_from_zero_to_hero/
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Consequences of Shadow Code

Information security teams need to be enablers rather than blockers of innovation, while 
protecting the organization from cybersecurity risks. Agile processes such as CI/CD don’t 
leave room for traditional security audits that can take days or weeks to complete. As a 
result, infosec teams often have to take inventory and audit scripts retroactively. By the 
time they finish one cycle, the application has already changed, leaving security teams 
constantly playing catch up and wasting considerable resources in the process.

Shadow Code introduces unknown risks into a web application. You cannot secure what 
you cannot see. The visibility gaps with Shadow Code and lack of effective controls make 
it challenging for any organization to ensure the privacy of their customers’ personal 
data and to comply with data privacy regulations such as the California Consumer 
Privacy Act and the Global Data Protection Regulation. These regulations require that 
businesses regulate access to users’ personal data.

There are numerous examples of third-party analytics scripts that scrape personal 
data from websites. Even though they may claim to anonymize the data, this still puts 
the website owners at risk for compliance violations and fines. Information security 
teams also lack the necessary controls over Shadow Code. According to the Osterman 
Research report, only 22% of organizations polled had the necessary authority to shut 
down suspicious scripts on their website.

Operational Challenges

Security and Compliance Challenges
C R Y P TO C U R R E N C Y  T H E F T

Shadow Code impacts more than just web 
applications. In June 2019, hackers launched an 
attack on the Agama cryptocurrency wallet offered 
by Komodo. They submitted harmless changes 
to the npm open source package and waited 
patiently for it to be included in the Agama build 
lifecycle. 

Fifteen days later when Agama released a new 
build containing this Shadow Code, the hackers 
updated the package with a malicious payload. 
This payload began stealing users’ wallet seeds 
and passphrases, giving the hackers access to 
their crypto wallets. This attack was detected 
and stopped by the npm security team when the 
malicious payload was deployed.

Shadow Code vastly increases 
the attack surface for a web 
application. 
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Shadow Code Fuels Digital Skimming
Digital businesses need information from the consumer in order to personalize 
their experience and to process payments. While most organizations take adequate 
measures to secure this data in transit and at rest, it is most vulnerable at the source: 
the client side. 

Digital skimming or e-skimming attacks are a major threat to online businesses. Over 
20,000 websites have been compromised in the past three years.

Skimming-as-a-Service
While it was relatively easy to identify a dozen or so attacker groups in 2018, starting in late 2019 activity 
has exploded. PerimeterX researchers have identified multiple toolkits in the wild that make it easy for 
even inexperienced hackers to launch Magecart attacks. Some of these toolkits are offered as Skimming-
as-a-Service, with “revenue” sharing between the hackers and the toolkit creators.

A popular e-commerce platform used 
by thousands of online brands was 
breached in late 2019. Hackers installed 
digital skimming malware on the platform 
leading to data from over 6000 merchants 
getting breached. Analysts estimate 
the haul from this attack could net the 
hackers over $130 million.5

What is Digital Skimming?

Digital Skimming is Lucrative

Digital skimming, also known as e-skimming, formjacking or Magecart, describes a category of client-
side attacks used to steal users’ personal data – usually credit card numbers and passwords – from 
e-commerce websites. These attacks inject malicious client-side scripts into a website. Invisible to the end-
user and to the website administrators, these attacks can evade detection for weeks, or even months.

Digital skimming allows hackers to steal payment card information, along with the authentication 
information like the CVV code and zip code. Credit card numbers are sold on the dark web for about $5 
each and hackers can make millions from a large data haul. This business is so lucrative that nation states 
are now involved in digital skimming attacks as a way of financing their cyber armies.4

4    SC Magazine, https://www.scmagazine.com/home/security-news/hidden-cobra-built-global-exfiltration-network-for-magecart-skimming-scheme/
5    Infosecurity Magazine, https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/volusion-magecart-breach-net

A  $ 1 3 0  M I L L I O N  B O U N T Y

https://www.perimeterx.com/resources/blog/2020/skimming-as-a-service-anatomy-of-a-magecart-attack-toolkit/
https://www.perimeterx.com/resources/blog/2020/skimming-as-a-service-anatomy-of-a-magecart-attack-toolkit/
https://www.scmagazine.com/home/security-news/hidden-cobra-built-global-exfiltration-network-for-magecart-skimming-scheme/
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/volusion-magecart-breach-net
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Costs to Your Business
Digital skimming attacks steal your users’ personal data from your website. The  
resulting client-side data breaches expose your business to significant regulatory and 
civil penalties. 

Cost of Client-side Data Breaches

Typosquatting
Monthly uniques visitors to your website 10,000,000

200,000

$60,000,000

$18,000,000

$3,600,000

Estimated records exposed

CCPA fines

Statutory damages

Administratvie costs

$81,600,000Your estimated exposure from client-side data breaches

L A R G E S T  G D P R  F I N E

The largest fine ever to be levied under 
GDPR was for a client-side data breach.  
In 2019, British Airways was fined 
$240 million by the UK ICO for a data 
breach resulting from a Magecart attack 
on their travel booking website.

GDPR: Fines and Exposure
• $22 million, or 4% of the violating company’s annual total revenue from the previous fiscal year, 

whichever is greater.

CCPA: Fines and Exposure
• A company may be fined up to $2,500 for each unintentional data breach, and up to $7,500 for each 

intentional disclosure.

• California victims can seek significant statutory penalties, ranging from $100 to $750 per violation.
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Reduce the Risk From Shadow Code
Information security teams can follow a few best practices to regain control of Shadow 
Code without becoming blockers.

Set up an agile notification and approval process for any third-party scripts or libraries used in your 
applications. This will ensure basic visibility and responsiveness, and facilitate a smoother feedback 
loop between developers and information security teams.

Use code analysis and verification tools to detect vulnerabilities earlier in the cycle. Static Application 
Security Testing (SAST) tools can find vulnerabilities in first-party scripts while Software Composition 
Analysis (SCA) solutions take inventory and analyze open source libraries in your own applications. 
Features such as Subresource Integrity (SRI) allow browsers to verify the script at runtime and 
ensure that it has not been tampered with.

Content Security Policy (CSP) is another capability native to browsers that can be used to reduce 
the risk of malicious Shadow Code being injected into your website. By enforcing allowlists, CSP can 
prevent unauthorized scripts from being loaded as well as prevent malicious scripts from exfiltrating 
data. However, CSP will not protect against a first-party compromise or insider threats where the 
attacker has access to resources on the allowlist.

Invest in client-side application security solutions that provide continuous real-time visibility and 
control over all scripts running on your website. These solutions can detect if a new unfamiliar script 
gets loaded on the client side or if an existing script starts exhibiting suspicious behavior indicating  
a potential compromise. Such solutions can also automate CSP management and facilitate a trust-
but-verify model for security.

1

2

3

4
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PerimeterX is the leading provider of application security solutions that keep your business safe in the digital world. Delivered as a service, the company’s Bot Defender, Code Defender, and Page 
Defender solutions detect risks to your web applications and proactively manage them, freeing you to focus on growth and innovation. The world’s largest and most reputable websites and mobile 
applications count on PerimeterX to safeguard their consumers’ digital experience. PerimeterX is headquartered in San Mateo, California and at www.perimeterx.com.

About PerimeterX

With a few best practices, and the right client-side application security solution that 
provides continuous visibility and control over Shadow Code, your business can take 
advantage of the vast ecosystem of third-party software and open source libraries 
without sacrificing security. 

Understand your exposure to Shadow Code and reduce your risk of data breaches.

Safeguard Your Digital Business

Protect Your 
Customer Data

Comply with 
Data Privacy Regulations

Preserve Brand 
Reputation

https://www.perimeterx.com/get-a-free-website-risk-assessment/?utm_source=px-asset
https://bit.ly/373MAg1
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